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rfL2litigationSOne0key 193g 
i„„„ .nil otto ±J ,"i:lid th. Siv" 
of any motion to dismiss. Cong^eL^^-expedition and extoru 
revent the perceived abuses f^f^ fstSghtforward fashion in 
discovery. This stay, which applies m lex cases wlth 
simple cases, raises myriad issues in brieflng schedules. Th 
defendants, multiple claims, and stagg^ ig often outcorn^ 
application of the discovery s ay -t js extraordinari y 
determinative because, absent is heightened plead*n^n%an~nurts 
for a plaintiff to meet the PSLRA s heighte: ^ ̂  appellate courts. 
Yet, these complexities are rare y essay, I seek o 
leaving the district courts in WpsLRA discovery stay 
the following five questions tha 
meets complex litigation: argue that, consisten 
When does the discovery stay begr hing_expedition and ex 
the legislative intent to P^^ of the complamt^when^ 
discovery, the stay begins UP r^e a motion t dismiss) 
defendant has the opportuni y (rather than moving 
continues until the defendant ans even 
or the motion to dismiss is denie • -ve motions to is » ^ 
Does the discovery stay ap^s denied in part? I ar^der the plain 
if the first motion to dismis.s t0 dismiss becaus , ^ dismiss, 
applies to successive moti apphes t0 o-nals of preventing 
language of the statute, the legislative goals P 
and this reading is consis en discovery. indement on the 
fishing-expedition and extortived ^ for judgmen 
Does the discovery stay app TTniversity of Idaho 
College of Law, where she courses. 
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pleadings? I argue that the stay does not annlv 
ment on the pleadings because,'under the plahi lani ns fori' 
ute, the stay applies only to motions to dismiss and^h^ °fthei 
thrTVr leglSlatiVe intent nor leads to Absurd reYdtf*8""' 
the stay applies to the entire case because und^ Yh i1 argue th,t 
of the statute, "all" discovery FSstaveT'^HIEP'ain lan^« 
partially furthers the legislative goalsof treventinlVl' ** St least 
and extortive discovery. preventing fishing-expedition 
thfolYntiffdiscovery Stay has been lifted, does the PSLRA prevent 
claims against eJstS^n" dlscovered materials to assert additional 
argue thlt the PSI RA H °J- prevlously dismissed defendants?! 
addition to those aW>d u j™?08® constramts on amendment in 
Procedure. The PSLRA^-f ,em ° d in the Federal Rules of the Civil 
and this reading nPith* f S n0t include an^ such constraints, 
absurd results contravenes legislative intent nor leads to 
overviewo?'thrPSeTdRAn^three additional Parts- Part 11 provides an 
questions. ^ anaIyZ6S ^ 
m T̂cTn °f th<? PSLRA D'scovery Stay 
in private'securit^SSr^aC^ PSLRA to combat perceived abuses 
private securitipsfrf1* 1^a^on; Congress recognized the importance of 
promoting confiden 1 lgatl0n in compensating defrauded investors, 
and ensuring that °e m °Ur caP*tal niarkets, deterring wrongdoing, 
and others Dronprli001^?1^6 °®cers» directors, auditors, attorneys, 
bright to Return tf their jobs.1 With the PSLRA, Congress 
standard."2 e securities litigation system to that high 
in any private actior?^^6 ^^RA is the discovery stay, which apphes 
les Exchange Act3 TV> n®ln£ under the Securities Act or the Secun-
In any private * ine statute states: 
less thp11 be stayed duringchaPter, all discovery and other proceed-
discovprvC-)Urt ^nds uPon thp paP^ency of any motion to dismiss, un­
to that nacessary to prespr?1 °n of an^ Party that particularized 
that party.4 Preserve evidence or to prevent undue prejudice 
in order to ensure that fv. 
ticeVoPthpVldenCe'tlle PSLRACaTery Stay does not result in the loss of 
and authn C°mPlai*t's alWinalso Quires any party with actual no-
With Sancti°us for "wiJff i° Preserye all relevant documents 
Wlth the discovery stay C<T Vlolation" of this requirement.5 
244 ©?ni/i -r ' greSS S0Ught t0 address the following 
©2014 Thomson Reuters % _ 
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lV0L 4 u • o nrictices: (1) "the routine filing of lawsuits 
nprceived abusiv p others whenever there is a significant 
W°?,tissuers of securities and otb^rany regard to any underly-
^aer's st°Ck ffn/^th only &e faint hope that the 
t culpability of the issum• a u to some plausible cause of ac-
discovery process migh discovery process to impose costs so 
S- and (2) "the abusV"p!0nomTcal for the victimized party to 
burdensome that it is oftd j wiU refer to these policies as the 
settle."6 For purposes oi shortnan , discovery. 
prevention of fishmg-exp pSLRA couples the discovery stay 
PI„ securities fraud cases. the PSLRA ,p &n 
with heightened pleadmg fa»™,ugh Federal Rule of Civil ftoce-
mountable burden on plamtaffs. Altho g ,aintiffs to plead fraud 
dure 9(b) already requires securities p nlead allegations of 
^ rticularity, Rule 9(b) in Rule 9(b) 
state of mind generally.6 The generally resides 
is that the evidence of a defe"d®. it very difficult for a plaintiff to 
solely with the defendant, rendering 1 ry ^ psLRA overrides 
describe that state of mind with f a«^„ inference" of the 
this carve-out, requiring plaintiffs to Plead g reme Court, a com-
defendant's scienter.10 As interprete y pleading requirement 
plaint subject to the strong inference o person would deem the 
will survive dismissal "only if a reason nmoeiiing as any oppos-
inference of scienter cogent and at leas alleged."11 As a conse-
ing inference one could draw from e , informants to preven 
quence, plaintiffs must often rely on con 
dismissal.12 allows for particularized 
The exception to the discovery stay, w \c or to prevent undue 
discovery when "necessary to preserve evl . natural consequence 
prejudice," is narrow.13 Prejudice that is m y ther evidence to 
of the PSRLA, such as a plaintiffs without the benefit 
plead a strong inference of a defendan s . e faat the PSLRA i 
of discovery, is not "undue" because it is p J ^ exception to 
meant to cause.14 Courts often grant a b ties with Pr®f^' 
discovery stay to allow a plaintiff to serve; yeCt to the 
fion subpoenas because non-parties are reievant documen t 
Preservation requirement and may deu f this limited exception doe. 
Part of their document retention plans, u 15 ^ feW courts a 
not help the plaintiff meet the pleading u ver documents a re® 
wanted exceptions to allow a plaintiff t0 dl^ities plaintiff class w* 
Provided to public agencies where the, s ide other plaintiff c a » 
entering into settlement negotiations a g -or intereste P« 
where the plaintiff class would be the plaintiff class 
without access to the documents, and w , decisions abou • 
"e "prejudiced by its inability to make in o ^ 
©2014 Thomson Reuters • Securities Regulation Law J 
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igation strategy in A rapidly shifting landscane "16 T 
plaintiffsP T0 THE DISC0V6RY STAY HAA BEEN' of 
tion of the discovery stav in mm 1 described the applica. 
over, because dS court discove^VX/ M ''Ka*ae^e'''C 
review, and only in the limited cirnfmst S *** subject to deferential 
event that the case proceeds to MneTl °f ™a.ndamus" »r in tke 
is little binding precedent ahm.f^ i ? ^al judgment,2'there 
complex cases.21 In this essav I seT t° 3 o dlscovery stay in 
arise about the discovery stay'in complex" SL qUeSti°nS 
In fh1̂  Ql!eSti°nS th3t ̂  in Complex Litigation 
discovery stav annlilc8113^26 i^VG .unsettled issues about how the 
clean slate as if ^ comP^ex. litigation. I am not starting with a 
I seek to remain tru^othf21tdrafting a discovery stay. Rather, 
rationales that inform +u ± statute as written, as well as the policy 
statute UNAMTSOUSTV AHH8'3'^6- THUS' IF THE PIain language ofthe 
would lead to T i addresses an issue, the text governs unless it 
intent.22 If the , fesults or defeat clearly expressed legislative 
policies underlvinv fh« ef statute is ambiguous, however, I look to the 
for interpretive guidance 23 &S expressed in legislative history, 
The s^uJ1 dOGS disCOVery stay begin? 
any motion to ^m£^a^SC<Wery.is stayed "during the pendency of 
when a motion to di<?m- • 2Yestion is whether the stay begins only 
moment, such as who 1Sfr1S or whether it begins at an earlier 
defendant indicates tha+ .,e.comP^aint is filed or served or when a 
non-complex case this wo to a motion to dismiss. In a 
the 26(f) conference bom • °jdinarily be a moot point because (1) 
before a defendant haffif?! C0very is unlikely to have occurred 
discovery has comment K r m°tion to dismiss;25 and (2) even if 
unlikely that r^spo^ the motion to d^ is fiIed' 
defendant is served ^th J dlsc<>very requests served after the 
TION to dismiss is filed "T COMPLAINT would be due26 before the mo­
di wly arises. First it i? & C(??Jplex case, however, the issue 
lifteifh c° ^ave been denied Jf if°r one defendant's motion to 
%ht of1?re a second defendant t ̂  diSC0Very ^ to haV6 T 
cases ffJ® cust°niarily extendi ka.s ®ven been served.2' Second, u> 
rfdiscovery has com4enced Wfing scl*dules in these comply 
246 before a defendant has been served, 
©2014 Thomson Reuters • c-
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s to discovery requests served after the 
the ^ ̂  
£S"on to dismiss is filed.̂ stion  ̂dividedj with some courts 
C 0 U r t :  S s t a y  w h e n c e  c a s e  i s  f i l e d  ^ s o m e  c o i t o  
that the mandatory stay heglns 
onlyup® the filing of the mobon to^™^lnternatlonal Corporation in thls c°ntex 
ambiguous: . t of the "pendency of any mo-
WhL dewed in a vacuum, the requirement oUU P t tQ y 
the formal framing of an issue th gwhile an issue is unresolved, 
interpreted as connotating the p tprpret this term in 
Therefore, like the court in In re ^/f^ing.expedition and extor-
light of the legislative intent t° Pr®v , J «^e opportunity to 
tive discovery before the defendan orderly procedures provi e 
the sufficiency of the complaint under policy, the s ay 
by the rules and court orders."34 Pursuant 1 ^ ̂ intention 
Lid begin, at the latest, when a defendant exp 
.£1. J • X. J: . i n r ,  35 . u- d mo-
uiuuiu uegin, ai wit; iwvv^v, ---
to file a motion to dismiss.35 intention to file a 
If a defendant were required to e,^Ppre?scovery stay, howeyer» Ld 
tion to dismiss in order to invoke t when a defendan 
would potentially lead to dlsPutes should have done s 
expressed the intention and how a e fQr ^he plaintiffs cou 
and, at the extreme, could provide m^ent revent receipt of noti 
to avoid phone calls and emails in or er . ^ tive policy an i 
such intention. Thus, consistent with. the leg*^ Qf the 
der to promote clarity about the , t is served with 
discovery stay should begin when * defendant has ha 
Plaint and should continue until^e^pSSnt--namely. until t^e 
Portunity to test the sufficiency of the complain tQ disinlSS) or 
defendant has answered (rather than dismiss. # 
rtunit  t  t t t  ffi i  i * motion o a u**" 
fen ,
urt has denied the defendant s mo i ccessive motions o 
(b) Does the discovery stay apply towas denied in 
dismiss, even if the first motion o motion to 
.If the PSLRA discovery stay is aPPjj^i^^thus ending the case), 
Ismiss is either granted with prej 247 
2014 Thomson Reuters • Securities Regulation 
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granted without preiudirp rth,,. * ^ 
swrsasrs 1 
the stay should Sifted 
discovery related to that claim On the other h a 7i! respecttt I 
Weih° amend the comPlaint to assert addition^ l Plaintilfllas 
that the stay should be continued until tho a r iMmSi suggestilS 
port unity to subject those add tinnnl ? t defendant has the op. 
tion to dismiss. Therefore the row" C°Urt reVlew viaa™" 
the discovery stay apply to sn e!tlon arises m complex cases: does 
discovery stay^urim^a^sur addressed this question impose the 
Prior motion to dismi« , T motion to dismiss, even where the 
Salomon Analyst Litianf med *n Part.37 The court in Inn ! 
ramifications of aiitftLt-^nhowever, expressed concerns about the 
tions to dismiss anH^fof^1^11111308^ the sta^ for successive mo-
court discretion- & subsequent stays were subject to 
"successive or otherwiS^ t^le mere filing of any motion to dismiss, 
This argument ha<= f™, ur ' '• automatically renews the statutory stay, 
stay is to prevent ahn«s' mg lmP^.cati°Ts- The purpose of the statutory 
postponing discovprv ,,r!7? 'a e^Pen® *ve discovery in frivolous lawsuits by 
ciency of the comnlaini- " T a ^e Court has sustained the legal suffi-
the legal sufficiency nf tv.n 3 C3S? ̂ ere ̂  court already has sustained 
permit defendants indpfi % comPlaint, the purpose has been served. To 
sive motions to dismiss wnS v? T?new ^he stay simply by filing succes-
tion to evaluate thp Hoc- u ?-6 lnyite abuse. Some judicial discre-
necessary.38 inability of a renewed stay appears to be 
discretion to imposeconceriJ» court nonetheless exercised its 
cessive motion to dism\ Goy.pend"1^ resolution of the defendants' suc-
nor advanced solely to d^i efause tile motion was "neither frivolous 
The statute staL tn ^the Procaedings.»-
pendency of any motionted® dlscovery stay is in effect "during the 
tion! *!eld,that 'h^ lan^aL fmiSSu''4° 1 »«**> with those courts that 
r ,v; to dismiss/1 The court •na?l guously aPphes to successive mo-
SuutapUX exPlained whv fhin U 7 Smith barney Transfer Agent 
meSrin 6 f °urt has instructed"any" is unambiguous: "As the 
the 'aki t1Sl 'one or somelnd W°rd "any" has an exPa5®T 
the Sean C6 of/estrictive la^S fSlminately of whatever kind. I» 
g of 'any.' Thus unfn' re ls n°thing ambiguous about 
248 „ 'UDless tlua interpretation would lead to 
©2014 Thomson Reuters • s 
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"P"~i 
8»vern. .slative goals of P^ting dtcovery 
The legislativ g, . tQ the extent the <3iay ^ f1irthered to the 
diftedrtoapreviously upheld claims but Additional claims. The 
rel AhP stay applies to dlscovery/e . cr,/om0n Analyst Litigation 
Therefore, the plain language of t govern, extending the st y 
sistent With legislative policy and^should g motlons were 
through successive motions to dismiss, 
only partially successful. motions for judg-
(c) Does the discovery stay apply to 
ment on the pleadings? efficiency of a plaintiffs 
Ordinarily, a defendant challenges underWeral Rule of 
complaint via a pre-answer motion bowever, a defendant se 
Civil Procedure 12(b)(6). Occaitonally, he^ & post.answer motion for 
challenge the sufficiency of the comP tQ Federal Rule of Civl guffi_ 
judgment on the pleadings, pursu ,ard when assessing a 
dure 12(c). Courts apply the same h the issue is rais . 
ciency of a complaint, regardless of whetne _answer 12(c) motion 
pre-answer 12(b)(6) motion t» dism.ss^^ ̂  question ^es 
for judgment on the pleadings. ^pndency of motions f J 
the discovery stay apply during e p ^ 
on the pleadings? . xw*mlpntlv, the vast , 
Although this issue has not aI^®e^ied the discovery ^^court in 
courts to have addressed it have PP pleadings. . 0f the 
pendency of a motion for judgment on^ appilcation 
Gardner v. Major Automotive o • v of the 
stay as follows: . evaluation of ^f^TpJvisionl, 
Staying discovery Pen,din^du«the entire purpose of n of discovery in 
complaint is consistent with g witb the bu 1&ck adequate 
which] is to avoid saddling the filing of eases; traditionally 
meritless cases, and to disco g re hope t ld be used to 
support for their allegations in the ^ facts that co^  ̂  (6) 
broad discovery procee1dings .fi ntly, whether fi decide whether t 
state a valid claim." . • ;Sf"*isT!asks the court> * d«j3y Qn the avaih 
or Rule 12(c), a motion to dism tained base rable to the ss^wfssw• - "»«* - w 
^ by defendants' Rule £5;«"d 'hat theref°- the sTa'yT^ 
sg^> -opn as: KE: r-iS 
th ̂  h° "any ^^onTo dismiss ""The * °f the sftatutory stay refer 
they be motions to dismiss motion! f na™es of motions-whethe 
motions for summary judgment r lf Judfgmen^ on the P^adings 
of law—are terms of art with tho f tl0ns *°r Jud£ment as a matte 
each governed by specific ruL of and standards of review fo 
though the granting of a motion fn° Pr°cedure.50 For example, al 
m dismissal of the case ™ summary judgment would resul 
plies during the Dendpnn/Hf sug£ests that the discovery stay ap 
Therefore, I contLd that nL°f a motion summary judgment 
stay unambiguouslv dope:' n+ GT ^ex^. statute, the discover 
or Judgment on the nlendf110 5??? during the pendency of motions 
to absurd results or defa*1?8 1 ss this interpretation would leac 
should govern. a cJearly expressed legislative intent, ii 
Tumi 
elects to forego a motion ander^ing the discovery stay, if a defendani 
and filing a motion for ind° lsmiss' instead answering the complain! 
potentially engage in fi^hir^1*1 ?.n.ldle Pleadings, the plaintiff coulc 
e court has reviewed thJ^^Jc ^011 and extortive discovery before 
ot contravene the Dolirieo sudiciency of the complaint. This would 
ecause this potentialitv wn ^aderiying the discovery stay, however, 
stav ^e defend f u election of the defendant. In 
PSF R A !?G A motion to dism* U °PP°rtunity to invoke the 
foref V j^ds' A defend^8' **$ that °PPortunity is all that the 
tion for j^d 0Very stay, ansv^/tfc strategic reasons, choose to 
judempnf fnt on the pleading complaint, and then file a mo-
closed h T1 Pleadings need gS 1 uF example, because a motion for 
time to~draff th'y the P,eadingS ** 
Of success AJ? m°ti°n, potential^ ,al' a defendant has more 
a motion for iud10nally' although court^R g in a &reater likelihood 
without preiudicp8*1^ °n the pleadinS u* discretion to rule on 
likely to be with' c°mmon wisdonf ̂  ^ dismissing a complaint 
sum, the Dolirio preJuhice than rnli 1S at such rulings are more 
by iiti^S S^g the Seof °n motions to dismiss.54 In 
P g the text of the statute ̂  are not contravened 
250 ©2014 Th erally so that the stay does 
UU Thomson Reuters . <50 .. 
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^ ly^during the pendency of motions for judgment on the 
aPPly 12(b)(6) mo-,ot ppl  during rP anSwer 12(b)(6) o-
,leadings- timing difference between a P thug differential 
Moreover, th 12(c) motion is meani gf , ' ed by the 
»»andf-Hot an absurd result. The "defendants 
•mttneD,„ L Salomon Analyst Litigation a successive motions to 
^rSTTSsiud' esult -^S^gMrfendants
treatment is not a Litigation about Pe™ g ng t0 
tion merely to halt discovery atacntea Jdiscovery gtay does not apply 
the weight of authority, I . judgment on the pleadings, 
during the pendency of motions for judgm case, e 
u.„ ,i;„,.nverv stay apply to the enii 
1 n 01 d uiuiXVJ - , ;udg tn  ° 
^ ven rf 
d) Does the discovery stay app y m0tions to 
>nly a subset of defendants have pending 
iismiss? arvpd simultaneously, the 
In a simple case, all defendants, a«the court rueson 
Pendants file motions to dismiss i same time. The is , 
of the motions in the same way defendants wi P 
lether the discovery stay applies tchowever some 
* motions does not arise. In a while others do not 
fendants may have pending m(V° been served and ha a ^ 
ir example, one defendant may fPTldant is served and g 
riicmmo K^fnrp a second defend „mirt may deny 
i otion, -~~ ^
i pnda
s iss denied befo e  efend^ cQu t  one 
to dismiss.57 As another examP^. th^ defendant s motmn 
idant's motion to dismiss and gr ^ amended comp . dant 
smiss with leave to ameag U Xs a further example'd°smiss, while 
"".essive motion to dismiss. motion to d , the 
dect to answer rather than filingAg & final example^ 
defendants file motions o djsmiss at differen i co'mpieX 
may rule on pending motion ,. eo jn these mo entire 
ne while another re™aag®hPe discovery stayJ^ding motions to 
re^X-aTSet^defendants have pendi 
emajority rule57 is 
lambiguously aPPLf™® au0wing discovery t P ird parties, 
1 courts recognize that aiww B defendants ana 
led fashion against non-moving 251 
14 Thomson Reuters • 
would prejudice a defendant h TJES REGULATI°N LAWJ0U8N 
because "fa]t a mini Iendant whose motion + 
?! Jiicover; occurring' belT™8 -mSj, V "*r 
about whether amT lnterPret the text of thestaf"t aga'°St "®l 
*<? 
& *»** 
iae language "all dio 
iante,p?e?an" suĝ 1'0 d̂yed during thcfccdcggg 
also be read** motl°ns by all parties ̂ aPr°Cee<i against any party to an 
during thf t0 Tan tha*all £*£ **™ ™°lved' The Provision could 
conclude tb peadency of any motion tn aJfam a Party must be stayed 
nciude that the provision is Zh ° dlSmiSS fiIed that P"* 1 
Tben, drawing on tho r blgUOUS on lts fa<*.68 
a courf6?tm? bshing-expedftiontlHnaleS Underlying"the discovery stay 
that n d tblat the comni .ls^overy and costly discovery before 
of the d°e 3 defendant's motion pa®ses muster, these courts find 
defend 1?C6?Very stay are no In ls.miss has been denied, the goals 
Would • ^towever, recoemVi lrnPdcated with respect to that ! 
courts prejud*ce those defend ant* aPow*n g depositions to proceed 
usually allow only dom S Sa Jec^ the discovery stay, these I 
"allTee With majoritv rT- SC°Veiy t0 proceed 
Indeed^evena' ®Ven if "nl/onedefeV'3^6 ""^h'S110"^steJS ; 
distinffui^bia t°Se courts following Jtn' . as a Pending motion. 
to allow tb r. tween deposition m*norfty rule have generally 
dismiss beoa 0rmer to proceed d? a document discovery, refusing 
discovery " °f PreJudice to the deff  ̂pendency of a motion t0f 
discoverv ba istinction hnf ndant protected by the stay of 
ut* mean^t8,"0 hasis in the stat'?6" deP°sitionS and document 
Therefore, "nil " S3ys "a"" 6Xt' forcing that the atat-
gove^^ysjgy^^aHve intent^^g'pj1^3 would lead to absurd results or i 
defendants whLf discovery in th* lan&uage of the statute should 
fSree with thoseLfStion8 to dismiss Sf86- With resPact to those , 
e discovery stav a S Allowing the m^3Ve already been denied, I 
252 y are no Wer 4ptate2°hrity ruIe 'hat the goals ct 
©2014 Thn because the claims against 
« 'homson Reuters • Qpn .. 
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£ have already 
SderTo build a case against thoŝ  defendantŝ 0̂  u tQ 
dismiss are still pe^^"d lC°ciants subject to the stay would proba-
document requests those defendants suj documentg during the stay, 
bly feel compelled to review the p . e with other parties, thus 
lest they be at an mformahonal disadvantage 
imposing at least some dis yTherefore, because the plain 
before the complaint has passed muste. . gmall degree, the poll-
language of the statute furthers, a majority rule that 
ciesunderlying the statutory stay I^ La/ 
a pending motion to dismiss stays all disco y 
(e) After the discovery stay has been lifted, does^ 
PSLRA prevent the plaintiff from re yi ® existing, new, 
materials to assert additional claims against exist! g, 
or previously dismissed defendants. ^ a plaintiff 
If a complaint survives dismissal, discovery^ additional securi-
may, in the course of discovery, uncover evl , • . to assert these ad-
ties violations and seek to amend the conip , represented that, 
ditional claims. Indeed, one plaintiffs a or^ scenario raises the 
anecdotally, this is a common occurrence. Recovery uncovers evi-
following issue: if the plaintiff in the cour^_ ffajnst existing, new, or 
dence sufficient to plead additional claim PSLRA prevent the 
previously dismissed defendants—does rt these additional 
plaintiff from amending the complaint to asse 
claims? d nrovide significant 
The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure alreaj'P^int t0 assert 
restrictions on a plaintiffs ablllty^®tST during discovery. First, by 
new claims based on evidence unc . j evidence via disco y, 
the time a plaintiff has uncovered addit f q{ cQurse W1U have 
the time to amend the complaint as a amend the complaint wit 
elapsed.73 Therefore, the plaintiff may °*yhe court's leave. As th 
the opposing party's written cons der this scenario, the p 
defendant is unlikely to grant consent under tn thatthe 
by a plft„ h. 
his claim on the merits. In 253 
. securities Regulation Law Journal . Fall 
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outright refusalto 5a't ̂  the discretion' of ft?ft t°-^ 
rng for the denial if£? Ieave without any justiffnff' Court> * that  d l s c r e t l o n  a n d  , - t  an 
Thts assessment depends or. th t raI Rules" 
Second appr°priate" agamst an existing defendant 
addifonal haS, UncOTe-d evidence in support,, 
good * have elaPsed.78 A schmfid s deadline to amend pleadings 
whetho 3nd wi'h the ridmV order ''may be modified only for 
of eanh1" g00d cause exists "nere= consent. 9 The determination o, 
has ^Ut deludes con<?i'H an,7 vaiaes with the circumstances 
T, . y delayed and whethp fi!"3 i°ns about whether the plaintiff 
I J if a plaintiff sppt +^ ^ defenda»t would be prejudiced" 
of afin u Was previously dism" amfnd the complaint to re-assert a 
re-as^pw- the court V* with prejudice but without entry 
°f the case»7Iailn'82 but the court's t0 all°W the plaintifft° 
revisit,^ octrine. Under ti,Q^ dlscretion is limited by the "law 
stability a °Wn prior ruling a octrine as applied to a trial court's 
At 1p +. gainst the interest it?' caurt must weigh the interest in 
rest on P( an earlier fig™8 ®^,®nce a trial court's decision whether to 
continuing proL eloped facts early in the proceedings may 
the case pnon,,. e<hngs. In thpoo „• have been better developed by 
Prefer «ach a jusf;fu//j«erf ?Tsains »e >u the error fnd event 
Again, the com*' j- hkely, the trial court \ 
plaintiff to re fS dlscretionarv „ 
clata WlU, deP«nd6f ̂ to'hat waaff' about whether to all 
ls dosely related to p1-S of the casp V-°u1sly dismissed with 
2 °UrtS are divided on Pending1"8 
® 2014 Thomson Rsuter ^ ̂  Whether the PSLRA im» 
*Jntl8S Nation Law Journa| . Fal 
T-«-«»»^i~XKi.ndt,FSS s 
Ssisilaaa 
Sato could be re"asserted afteort̂ ppJrtTts claim that Defendants 
be able to demonstrate that Oefend gc denied accreditation ini y 
not accredit Ashford well before to w the denial of accredita 
2012 If discovery reveals that Defenda permitted to amen 
tion would b^denied [sic], then Reading statements 
complaint to reassert this claim based on?^ ̂  investors.a 
made during conference calls or ot |nc the court 
Similarly, in Mclntirey. China ^gainst certain individnal 
dismissed the securities fraud clai possibility tha 
defendants without prejudice and on evidence obtaine 
plaintiffs could re-assert those claim . tbe course of disc y 
ing discovery: "In the event that durmg reasonably suppor 
Plaintiffs come upon sufficient eyiden sgness on the PaI^ ° 
a finding of knowledge or consno^dulent conduct Plaintiffs a 
and Bird in connection with the t riaims dismissed. 
Plaintiffs may seek leave to replea invite such amendmen 
Other courts, without going to for as to £f^timately obtained 
the outset, have permitted P *he Third and Ninth 
discovery to amend their complaints^ -bility that a plain , on 
Circuits have both acknowledged P dismissed iaintiff to 
amend a complaint to re-assert p would enable the p far 
evidence obtained during discovery gg ^nth Circuit . • ed 
meet the PSLRA's pleading standards Tke ^ revive disnnsseu 
as to suggest that "the ability the heightened pleading 
claims should evidence come to lig aCtions where clai 
standards of the PSLRA in securities a 
against co-defendants."90 marts view a plainti 's -g_ 
At the other extreme a ^d^coVery has begun as an^ ^ 
to amend the complaint aft<e stay. For exa:mp> » ffg the op. 
sible run-around the PSLRA to alloW the p ajned dur-
Greebel v. FTP Software Inc. ret Qn evldence o 
portunity to amend their complaint 
ing discovery: 014 255 












5£S Iaf5G?E "m' 
dence nuf w ^e Plaintiffs to am^ ri?l ™ ys Securities Litig. 
defendant ued during discoverv t °mplaint'basedoileji' 
case- ° Previouslv hpp ^ • ° fe"asser^ claims against a 
rrih n dismissed with prejudice from the 
UJhe PSLRA eff +• 
&r!flt6d ®dge^of'part ̂  P'aintlffs * "*"» as to a rbvf ^°^ld wholly defeat tf;! ,S scienter prior to obtaining 
the case to w .®fendant to sustain th of P j° aIlow Plaintiffs who failed 
and then aH?uu UntiI a11 discoverv in fh ng burden at the outset of 
lege frauH J•+uat defendant bach in? ?u rest of tbe case was comPleteci 
PwC as a def SPecificity against p ap®,case.If Plaintiffs could not al-
anywav tb ^ndant in the orio-' T y should not have included 
whiTh £ exâ  *g the rfsftW ™mPlaint- They chose to do so 
fruit ffom tb? / at baPpened claims would be dismissed, 
Position to nnn ? of knowledge w},/10? Precipitously tried to pluck the 
'he Second CaJTV 3 S6C0nd b̂ at tTeToplI* ** "" * 
p m je l^ewledp- t,nVlnf r  the 
 i ™ * *** **  " 
expficitlyen0PtUrely °n C0^rt's^discre?^'S rUling in In re Bisys Securitl 
Plaintiff from r®achlng the i<s<j fa°n under Rules 15(a) and 54(1 
one defend^tUtSWg evidence obta?, °5 >hether 'he PSLRA bars 
Previously b j.rednstate a cla-n ln discovery in litigation wil 
Further altt 1Smissed fefat ?gainst a defendant which ha 
are splitItll1°¥h n<* directJv t0 State a daim-"" Of R,,l„ tDOut Whetb«». 4.1. efUy on Doinf- • , .. • 
i+u lsmiS ed for fail?111 a^ l t a \ 
sPht abouttk'b cts 4° cl i
-f Rule 15(a)(2) wbther the pSLRA f"1"' but instructive, the circu 
hulure to meet The^^int^ the free amendment pal 
seeks.leave to amend ^RA'S Pleadi^13™4 has been dismissed 
PSITJ t from freely am ? cireuits hbLv dards and the PIain' 
like. A \pleading reolending a that the PSLRA limit: 
in„ „ ISe °'d that the P^TeT?ents"5 Woola'114 a^er failing to meet t 
lng a complaint after the RRA ?,r°bably be more likely 
256 aintiff frag Un p aintiff from freely amen 
© 2014 Thomson Reute Vered evidence of addition 
• Securities Ron , 
Sulation Law Journal • Fall 20 
Third Circuit has held that me ro ^ Rules of Clvll Froce 
in addition to those already contained ni nd a complamt 
Ire 15(a)(2) and 60(b), /^/efevWence^ . 
past-judgment based on ne y impose any procedural 
The text of the discovery stay doesin F^ after surviv-
restrictions on a plaintiffs right to, mnend the with those 
ing a motion to dismiss. This observ RRA d es not impose ad-
\L that have noted that the text of ^™fright to amend the 
ditional procedural constraints on a P woui(j lead to absurd 
complaint upon dismissal* Therefore, mdesa it wou^ ̂  
results or contravene the legislative , ints in addition to those 
should not be interpreted to impose con ci'vll procedure, on a 
already imposed by the Federal u discovery has begun. 
plaintiffs ability to amend the comp prevention of 
The first goal of the discovery stay t Pallowing a Pontiff to 
expedition discovery—is slightly imp 1 degree as to rewrite 
amend post-discovery, but not to ®u,. on a plaintiffs abili y 
PSLRA to include additional restT1^1^p^in, In 2000, Federal Rule 
amend the complaint after discovery a scope of discove y. 
of Civil Procedure 26(b)(1) was amended to h „regarding any nonpnvi-
parties may now only engage m d claim or defense, 
leged matter that is relevant to any p m matter relevant o 
ties may engage in broader discovery if they demonstrate 
subject matter involved in the acta. PXDiained by Committ 
cause" and obtain a court order.« As e^lame c^nge signals to the 
accompanying the rule amendmen , discovery to the c t 
court that it has the authority to confine disco^ ^ the parties that 
defenses asserted in the to develop new ™Rerefore, a 
they have no entitlement to disc y pleadings- ge 0f 
«es that are not already lden • ebroad discovery for ^P] arise 
P l a i n t i f f  i s  n o t  a b l e  t o  e n g a g e  m  b r o a  ^  w i l l  o n y  
uncovering evidence of new claims^ Ha» ional secur tms v 
if the plaintiff stumbles upon evf?Xsc0Very about the clarms 
hons in the course of engaging costly 
survived dismissal. the prevention oi a 
The second goal of the dmcovery^s^ ^ implicated y noted 
discovery to extort settlem a number of co d anyway 
Plaintiff to amend post-discov y.g y would have o 
when addressing this issue, the disco ^ 





In sum, it would neither i ^ eal ' 
legislative intent to refill t to  aksurd results n 
constraints in A^-+- 0 read the PSLRA QO contravene 
of Civil Procedure ^ t0  th°Se already contained Slng procedural 
courts in this 
a Ss; 
.t3-c ?s- •' 
plaintiff f contravenes those nohV ,her allowing post-discovery 
above engage in discoverv h f y g?3 ' not whether it allows a 
nolil P°s.t"dlscoveiy amendment J"1"6 pleadmg a claim. As discussed 
PST RAg° to such a degree n0t lnterfere with thePSLRA's 
instl ? ^3S enacted to com W ment rew«ting the statute. The 
poRTa. defendants from anv 1 • n Percelved abuses, not to 
ditb, , Pnehibit amendment ̂ liability for fraud;™ interpreting the 
wonlR3! securities violations rl. ' 3 P ntiff uncovers evidence of ad-
0 Jnst that. nn^ course of permissible discovery 
c°neIusion 
In'dosing, I ho t. 
To be^ See)l to apply the PST^a 'heiP guide litigants and courts 
may aSre- this.esaay doef noff dlSC°Very stay in complex litigation, 
which <-kG t? context Oth nswer ad of the potential issues that 
SSe PSLRA discover?^v0pei}.^ons include the extent to 
reconsider }Ler the stay annlilf?iP S to concurrent derivative liti-
"undue DrprUi1Ilgs on motions to ,dun.n£ the pendency of motions to 
essay wiu ^ excePtion to the 1f.miss'1°7 and the contours of the 
m7sZ a ?UraZe other schni* dlsc°very stay.108 I hope that this 
of securities r?-Unsettled, yet freni? ^ commentators to delve into 
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TT S C A §§ 77z-l(b)(l), § 78u-4(b)(3)(B). 
IL5 U.S'C'A. §, 77z-l(b)(2) to (3), 78u-4(b)(3)(C). 
rtd^'tafanLheTeightened pleading standards work together as a 
"Catch-22"). 
8Fed- R- Civ- P- on 141 ("The rule recognizes that any at-
95A Fed Prac. & Proc. Civ. § 1301 (3d ed. f , human mind would be 
tempt to require specificity in pleading ^ condibo^ of ^ difflcu,ty ^ 
unworkable and undesirable. It would1 be un exactitude and because of the 
ent in describing a state of mind with any degreeM>ex ^ by forth 
complexity and prolixity that any attemptrio support ^ ̂  pleadings.»); Conn. 
all the evidence on which they are^baseid ^ absence ofarequire-
MlBank a. Fluor Corp., 808 F.2d 957, 962 (2d Cm.198^ ̂  premise th t 
ment that scienter be alleged with great sP^lfi^yefendant's actual state of mind. ). 
plaintiff realistically cannot be expected to plead 
1°15 U.S.C.A. § 78u-4(b)(2). 7) 
"Tellabs, Inc. v. Makor Issues & Rights, Ltd., 551 U.S. , ^ ^ ̂ ^ ̂  
12Mark, Confidential Witnesses in Securities ^^a'uirements and'discovery 
(2011) ("The combination of the PSLRA's strict pleadmg; requu ^ p]aintlffs 
stay explains why the use of confidential witnesses ffpnerally barred from obtain-
must plead their cases with particularity, but they otions to dismiss have been 
ing discovery to bolster their allegations until a e nlaintiffs in class action se-
decided. The result has been almost universal rehance y P^ witnesses."); Kaufman 
curities complaints on information provided by co' Regarding Coafipenfiq7 
and Wunderlich, Resolving the Continuing o Cornell J-L. & Pub- P° y ' 
Informants in Private Securities Fraud Li^gation, d pleading requirements 
639-40 (20 10) ("Quite often, to meet the PSLf^'^esg Confidential sources can sem 
plaintiffs rely on statements from confidential defendant's access to info 
to 'bridge the gap' between vague allegations o 
and an inference of knowledge."). , terminal illness of an 
"H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 104-369, at *37 wtoess prior to the ruling on 
important witness might require the deposi 10 
the motion to dismiss."). fr 1 189  F.3d 909, 912-1' 
"SG Co.en Sec. Corp. V. U.S. Dist.Ct. r facts 
9th Cir. 1999) ("Thus, as a matter of la^' ^itute the requisite'undue p ^ ̂  hold 
the Act's pleading requirements cannot under § 78u-4(b)( ' d »). jn re 
^ plaintiff justifying a lift of ^ned pleading stand^ds^^L ^ 
would contravene the purpose of the 20l2 WL 609835, at socjated with 
Knisar Corp. Deriv. Litig., No. the expense to Finism• associa f § ^ 
24, 2012) ("The delay of several months; a ice within theme ^ , 
fihng defendants' motions is not undu P in every PSLRA m (S.D.N.Y. 
4(b)(3)(B). The delay faced by Plaintl*SJUortg. Co., 674 F. BoPg 2 ^ (g D N.Y. 
(quoting Kuriakose u. Fed'l Home^oa^riv-8626, 2006 WL 23372:actions is not evi-
2009)); In re Refco< jnc. Sec. Lltlg''^een pSLRA actions and, o nt that PSLRA 
Aug. 8, 2006) ("The discrepancy^betwee ce of Congress Related Sec. 
SiSSiS fi^than other actions. ), • 
©2014 Thomson Reuters • Securities Regulation Law Journal 
Fraud Litig 179 Fs ^"'WIESRECUL  ̂
sms^^&sz, £ sa»»»»««'! 
g7̂ °Dse ofthe PSLRÂ -); /rre°c«™rd pa,rties is ™nsisteTwi?hUThe|0fparti* 
stav® I™' 2°°0) '"'SJince the re/S3f" "• C°rA 107 P s"6* ® 
stay only expressly applies tn 1 LR^ Provision on preservation / J PP' 2dW 
fered to do that' nf ! 1 a named party the Pnnrt eiJatlon of evidence durin? 
subpoena ' »). 2 ?11 Thornton preserve all rWorders, as Gmnt Thorntonoi 
33290643, at *1 'mnV Mona^ DentalCo2n Subject to CaS 
compliance bv fl fi f ' Tex- Oct. 20, 1999) r a f ? ' No' 3:9.9'CV-762, 1999 ffl 
imposed by the Refo Cert,ain is not inimical to the noliWhlCh d°eS not demanc 
98S F. Supp 1270 1272 my AndT^ 
tecum would further r nn' 1997> ("IDhe Plaintiff" Casmos• he. Sec. Litis. 
directive whetW in 5°TeSS' inte»t by subiectinv ™ se™e°f Subpoenas A« 
™t allow the Plaintiff t hands of the P^for ̂  th^ '° a 'sta7 »<"' 
should rule on the vrT enSage in discovery not i I ° thlrd"Part'es, but would 
the Subpoen " .^Mot,°n to Dif™iss i n a 77 t w SU<* tlme as the ^strict Court 
Aug. 16 199fii («T>?Va v' KQsaks, No 96 CTV M7Q ?n! warrant an enforcement of 
under an olli-Plainti^' concern that nZ $ 1996 WL 467534' at *2 (S DNY 
is easily renfedi°a mfetain Possession of rPlPv may n0t consider themselves 
subpoenas ha L Court herehv n ri a°u ocuments if discovery is stayed 
m a t e r i a , ^  S e r v e d  i n  t h i s  a c t L n  a  !  t h a t  a U  n o n " P ^ t i e s  u p o n  w h e n ,  
see Asset Vnf n^ve such subpoenas c Preserve all documents and other 
588885,It nZS nS LJd' P's^7aAnfet0/Urt^r °rder °f the ^" 
tion order hnt 7- * SePt- 19 1997) (Z ', Inc" No- $7-CIV-3977, 1997 WL 
Prospective liti^t g that '<kn°wing destrucHn g 6 plaintiffs' request for a preserva-
i6 t n may constitute a r • . n or disposal of evidence in the face of 
(lifting ? WorldCom, Inc. Sen r v nal offense" und<* 18 U.S.C. § 1503). 
Department' ofJuirW p*aintiffs to Sifew do SU?P' 2d 301' 305-06 (SDNY' 20°2) 
tions); see also 7» ?' Securities and Exrk u™ents Provided in connection with 
fE.D. Wash Ma fe ^etroPolitan Sec T if n^e Commission, and internal investiga­
ted to the 31' 2005> dS£ staytnN°u CV^25' 2005 WL 940898' at * 
EKISA Litig. 220 P RmAner in Bankrupted C,L IT P^intiffs to review documents 
review document/*0" 246> 25l-55nfct); In re R°yal Ahold N.V. Sec. & rê 7̂  
214 F(SupTn2gdW4h 3294722> at *2 (D.S.C. Aug. 20, 
a ly considered tha Mass. 2002) (uit J' re Eernout & Hauspie Sec. Litig' 
dismiss."). scenario 0f multinll ^?68 not appear ^at Congress specifi-
18Oppositi0 uetendants with multiple motions to 
pannittui liWT? Sec- Corn iftQ P 0 Aug- 21' 2008). 
ctc;& the district court's order 
1996) f gran tin Medhek°-r v. °Jcand ^anting a wriu?'6''exception to the disclosure a Wrif of man'j ' lst- Ct. for th Aap]mandamus vacating a district 
°sures re9uirernent pu™^udamus directhig the^/^1 ?"*- 99 F-3d 325 (9th Cir 
260 PSLRA diap s nct court to stay the initial 
60 ©2014 Thome ^discovery stay). 
Securities Regulatjon Uw ̂  # ^ 2Q14 
e3 2014] The PSLRA D.scovehv StAv Meets Compeex 1—n 
lo i _i \ /"A discovery order can always be 
unusual circumstances. ). , th psLRA Discovery Stay, H 
Weiss, The Coherent• J^Pnid®« rf ^ ]aw appears t0 have no 
Andrews Derivatives and clarity for none."). 
hunters and there is authority tor an p TT S 1 6 (2000) 
»Hartford Underwriters Ins.• language is plain, the sole 
(internal quotation marks omitted) ( [W]he 1 1 ion required by the text is not 
function of the courts-at least where t * umer Product Safety Commn v. 
absurd-is to enforce it according to its terms ), ^ Wlth the familiar canon of 
GTE Sylvania, Inc., 447 U.S. 102, 108 (198 ) ting a statute is the language 
statutory construction that the starting pom iPmSlative intention to the contrary, 
of the statute itself. Absent a clearly expressedllegriate^ 
that language must ordinarily be regar e a ^ ̂  («As we 
23Exxon Mobil Corp. v. Allapattah Services Inc., he statutory text, not the 
have repeatedly held, the authoritative sta e materials have a role in 
legislative history or any other extrinsic materia • reliable light on the enacting 
statutory interpretation only to the extent they shed, a reliable g 
Legislature's understanding of otherwise ambiguou 
"15 U.S.C.A. §§ 77z-l(b)(l), 78u-4(b)(3)(B). source before 
"Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(d) ("A party may n0^ k ^1°°^'). Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(f) 
the parties have conferred as required by Ru e • a 'event at least 21 days 
l"(T)he parties must confer as soon as practicab e—- „ order is due under u e 
before a scheduling conference is to be held or a s scheduling order as soo 
16(b)."); Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(2) ("The judge must issu after any defendant 
as practicable, but in any event within the ear *e defendant has appeare 
has been served with the complaint or 90 days a -nitial disclosures at or 
26Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(1)(C) ("A party must make eF^ R civ. p. 26(a)(1)(D) 
within 14 days after the parties' Rule 26(f) con ere • Ruie 26(f) con ®?C-gLj r 
'"A party that is first served or otherwise joine served or joined . • • ' ,-ons 
make the initial disclosures within 30 days a er R answers and any 0 J p 
Civ- P. 33(b)(2) ("The responding party ^fLlnterrogatories.''); Fed. R. 
within 30 days after being served with documents] is directed mu f ig 
34(b)(2)(A) ("The party to whom the reques 1 ^ R Ciy p 36(a)(3 . sionj> the 
•n writing within 30 days after being served. , R a request for ad answer 
admitted unless, within 30 days after being se requesting party a wn »•> 
P^ty to whom the request is directed serves on the q or its attorney. • 
°r objection addressed to the matter and signed by tn P wittun 21 
"Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(a)(l)(A)(i) ("A defendant p d R_ Civ. ive 
days after being served with the summons and before pleading 
motion asserting any of these defenses mus 
fading is allowed."). ^ . T td. Sec. Litig., No. 11-CV^ 
28S.g., Docket Sheet, In re Longfeopmotion t0 disiJ^fe^dant Deloitte 
(tS-D.N.Y.) (showing that defendant Palas^ July l6, 2012; an* *?f"nuary 8, 2013 
^ne 29, 2012; the discovery plan wasissi^ m2). Transcript 0 (S.D.N.Y. 
Touche Tohmatsu CPA was served on Augu ^ u^ No. 11 o 
Hearing at 10, In re Longtop Finl Tech . ^ ^ 
©2014 Thomson Reuters • Securities Regulation Law Journa 
filed Apr 5 2013) ( i- SK UR'"ES REGULATI0n LawJou1 
r ̂  Z 
wh.ch the parties CStt "PPe,m t0 be £ SS 'ha' "* 
a schedule for the filino- SSi , hls case> the parties L tif fesult,of the scheduled 
nod within which a dis^iisiw-amended comPlaint and a moSj'i11®6^ 
ses to discovery reoJSt«f ?Uon WOuld be served In thp « ay extended^ 
t i m e  a n  a n s w e r  o r  a  R u t  W i t h  a  ^ m p l a i n t  w o u l d  n o t a c t ^ l  
discovery itself nor the 9 f motlon were due. Thus in the a 6 Untl1 thesame 
as; 
Ss Ieb- 20°81 (Stating"hat ttte^h T®' 2008 WL 534535, at n ,WD 
defendant's'anif'ed March 6' 2012H"ae KLRA df' Gam6 Card'InC'' N°' 8:10"CV' 
<£ 3 Plies not'n f' ltlg> 247 F- Supp 2d tfi o'^ n"3 (S'D" 0hio 20°5) (quoting Are 
r" P anUcipated^h 7^ the ^tiofto dismL f H'4 °hi° 2003)) ("This sta7 a»" 
•- i c gee. I iticr oi SUcb a motion will ha fii j • 1 actually been filed, but where'it is 
01 g yet filed^tc F R-D- 541, 543-44 (N n ni? onnfuture"' In re FirstEnerSy CorP-
0 S :r Lead Pin" + ^°^10n 1° dismiss it ha« "9 2004) ("Although FirstEnergy has not 
& =S that the ^sr1 RfitS C°Urt °f its intent to d° 50 after 
238 F scovery stay provision r >fUch an mstance, the Court finds 
tion to7" • SU,PP" 2d H27, 1133PfM n °" W1"®."); In re: JDS Uniphase Corp. Sec. 
defendant wTl Jr? been filed but after th imposing the stay before the mo-
32n nt would hkely file a motion Z% 6 defendant's counsel indicated that the 
Dartlev V sv„ ... Ixl0U°n to dismiss). 
Nov. 4 iQqo^,' . S°bilt, /he., Afo 3-qp ru/ 
it was' -cWi reVlewine a magistrate <vm^ ?.' 1998 WL 792500, at *2 (N.D. Tex 
concluded hn J erroneous or contrary to f ™,lng to allow discovery to determine if 
t0 dismiss h°rV!r> ?nder PSL^Ah " 1&W ) ("As Magistrate Judge Sanderson 
before this court^r y been fi]ed. There ^°Very must be stayed only when a motion 
15. 1996 cerfn" '-Noua^, 1990 \\n no motion to dismiss currently pending 
motions to defenda"ts requested 3t 1 (S D N Y- Aug. 16, 1996) ("On Ma, 
order dated Mav^^on3 be filed- The Court*!? °f dlscovei*y in the anticipation that 
the proceedings n • 6> stating that 'ftlh nied the request in a memo endorsed 
renew upon the fiff101" tbe filing of the 6 ^e9uest to stay discovery at this stage of 
33In n n g °fsuch motion ") m°tl0n to di«miss is denied, with leave to 
mandated by ?'«, Game Card, Inc., No. 8:10 
upheld by the court ") 1S axi°matic that thp? )tSplan to challenge the £ 
2^ °mPlaint's sufficiency has nt 
@ 2014 Thomson Reuters . Sp 
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l\>Eg Sedona Corp. v. ^ ff:-S -̂srss£ 
t S S S S S S m  , — -
"Eg., Monk v. Johnson & Johns°n' ' , iti the "clear requirements of the &&&£?£ 2£?&3 
US.C. § 78u-4(b)(3)(B) is unambiguous and^requ Transfer Agent Litig., No. 
£ motion to dismiss is pending - Vc/^nY Apr 25^012) ("To be sure, there are 
05-CIV-7583, 2012 WL 1438241, at 2 (S.D.N.• • P • resume after some claims 
compelling policy arguments for peri^ttaig discov.e^ ^ ̂  &t ubertto gwnte 
have survived an earlier motion ^ dismiss. desirable.' Accordingly, the PSLJA 
the statute to reflect a meaning [it] deem I[s] mo dantg, motions to dismiss the 
discovery stay applies pending the resolution o r laint.") (citation omitted). 
Fourth Consolidated and Amended ^1 ass Actio P (March 11, 2009) 
McGuire v. Dendreon Corp., No. C07-800 20<39 WL 6668b^ ^ ^ c rt 
("Because a motion to dismiss the Second Amended p l2 0rder and extends 
hereby GRANTS Defendant's motion for relief from ^e Janu^ 04^2422, 2006 WL 
the PSLRA discovery stay."); Selbst v. ^on^ _rffUe'otherwise, suggesting that 
566450, at *1 (N.D. 111. March 1, 2006) ( Plaintiffs a g However, that position 
this provision should not apply to seriatim mo 1Qns dismiss is directe o 
has been rejected, at least where-as here-the seco _g45 at *3 ("[T]he stay vvoa 
an amended complaint."); Sedona Corp., 2005 , n_ht by either one or all 0 
apply where there is a pending motion to' dismis® brought initially to dismis® 
defendants, and regardless of whether the mô d̂ cornpiaint."); bf*eL D°Spa 
complaint, or subsequently, in response \:o ? ^ 6g9288, at 5 ( • • 
baum & Co. v. H.J. Myers & Co., No. CIV.A. 97-824,-prejudice, denying x m 
Oct. 9, 1997) (granting the motion to dismiss m part ^ proceed despite 
part, lifting the discovery stay, and ordering that disco 
pendency of an amended complaint being e 254-55 (S.D.N.Y. 2005). 
38M re Salomon Analyst Litig., 373 F. Supp- 2d 
39/d at 256. . added). 
4015 U.S.C.A. §§ 77z-l(b)(l), 78u-4(b)(3)(B) (emp asl g with thoSe decisions 
"Fosbre, 2012 WL 5879783, at ^f^^^b^ous and requires that ihscov 
which hold that 15 U.S.C. § 78u-4(b)(3)(B) is un ;1). Jn re Smith ^a^flanguage, 
be stayed when any motion to dismiss is p of the psLRA's expa motions t0 
Agent Litig., 2012 WL 1438241, at 2 ( In bg staying pending a tation 
the weight of authority' holds that dif.^.J failed. Indeed, at *1 ("The 
dismiss, even if an earlier motion to 1 McQuire, 2009 WL 't0 dismiss is 
^u'd be unfaithful to the statutory Ai'be stayed when any motion to 
PSLRA clearly requires that discovery its face, thes p „y gedona 
Pending."); Sdbst, 2006 WL 566450 at ^On ^ a m ended  comp^n^ ̂  ̂  
dismiss' would encompass a moti Court's view, there 1 ieg whlle 'any 
Corp., 2005 WL 2647945, at *3 ( In tn the automatic stay 
Plain language of the PSLRA s s ay ^ (quoting Ali 
motion to dismiss' is pending • • 2012 WL 1438241, 
42/n re Smith Barney 219 (2008)). 
o-Fed'l Bureau of Prisons, 552 U.o. - 263 
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44Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b). PP" 2d at 254~55-
courts have held^hat tho°j' ® 1368 ^3d ed- 2014) ("A sitmfi 
the pleadings is identical to thlt^ ^ appUed on a Rule1^0^'°fl^ 
c o m p l a i n t .  B e c a u s e  a f t h e L t L ™ ?  ° n  3  R u l e  ^ ( b X O )  m o t i o t  h a 7  
courts typically will constru^ 1 between the Rule 12(c) and LSk? y °n lhe 
Plaint had h /" Plaintiffs were thus on !? ,! pleadings and motion to 
ceased afi ^ * Called into Question ^ITk' v? that the sufficiency of the com-
Wis Ana *sc°very-"); Lewis v Straka Nn nn^n f/!nIntiffs should have immediately 
on the 1 ̂  2°°7) ("In closing I not' £ 2°°7 WL 2332421, at *4 (E.D 
remain P eadln&s Pending, which is nnt f r ff6 ,lsyet another motion for judgment 
i'C > P' No 9 no r.£ e untH such motion i* j ^ briefed. The stay on discovery will 
11 i sta ved d 6°^' 0rd*r> shpopat mW Br0Wn V' Kinross Gold U.S.A.: Inc., 
discovery based on Defendant ̂  Sept 23' 2003) (<<The Court has alreadv 
t" <C!l Gardn*r, 2012 WL 123nl * ^ "****• 
m «0'i M ™Broun V .  Kinross C U L ^ 4 (lnternal citations omitted). 
>*p> ; J eV49Sept" 23' 2003)- ° '' Inc" No- 2:°2-CV-605, Order, slip op. at 3 (D. 
. "Fed. RCct§p"2(b)b)((1)' 78u"4(b,<3)®)-
iawMria ? Se P^adings); Fed^ V-0 dismissX Fed- R- Civ. P. 12(c) (motions for 
n Fed. R. Clv. P. 56 (f) to (^^^ P" 50 Motions for judgment as a matter of 
Contra Gardner 2012 Wr 10, summary judgment). 
stay r^'Srement^ langUaee of the^SLRA ^ ("Contrary to the Premise ofPlaint 
52tji , 0 any Particular sno • does not limit the scope of the autom 
s Fed- R. Civ. p. 12(C) Ular Species of motion to dismiss . ."). 
?l /T . 
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•  * * " " " " " " " "  meaning of Rule )• at 255 
% re Salomon Analyst Ldig., o to v • ouW 
56Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(c). . x, n-CV-3658 
"E.g., Docket Sheet, In re Len^op Finl Te^ tQ dismis's waS denied on 
,qnNY) (showing that defendant Pala 2 defendant Deloitte 
S 29 2012; the discovery plan w«f on Ju^ Moitte Touche 
Touche Tohmatsu CPA was served on 10, 2012). 
Tohmatsu CPA filed a motion to dismiss on p ^ m gec 
^Transcript of January 8, 2013 ^ea"n|0^3) (argument by defendant's counsel) 
Litig., No. ll-CV-3658 (S.D.N.Y. filed Apr. 5, 2013)^®^ defendants or 
("If, for example, there were a situation whe y ^ decides t0 address mo-
groups of defendants all sued at the sameti first and its management, Im 
tions to dismiss seriatim and deal with the co P tysituation where why should one 
going to deal with outside directors, it s alnJ , shouid the other parties be al 
party, because its motion to dismiss comes later y the statute, and its, 
lowed to engage in discovery? And it's a theoretical issue 
we think, the letter and the spirit of the statute. 2d &t 1262-63 (2001) 
"E.g., In re: CFS-Related Sec. Fraud Litig-, 179 F. upp. ^ individual 
(explaining that defendant CSI answered the complaint 
defendants filed motions to dismiss). ^d at 102 (explaining 
"E.g., In re Lernout & Hauspie Sec. Litig-, 214 F. t0 dismiss and that 
that the court had recently denied several e , oending). 
several other defendants' motions to dismiss rem Edition to arguing for 
61/n re Refco, In, Sec. Litig., 2006 WL 2337215[.^^^tion-that the stay 
a complete lifting of the stay, plaintiffs advan fendants who have ans^re -nst 
should at a minimum be lifted 'as to those 0f the claims asserted g 
Amended Complaint or have not moved to dmmi Djajntiffs' position, the weig 
them.' While there is some case law in SJ*PP omitted). 
authority appears to be to the contrary. ) (ci anply where there is 
"SeJIcorp., 2005 WL 2647945 at *3 ^he stay jdd^P^ndants^nd 
a pending motion to dismiss brought by ei ^ d t0 dismiss a co p ^ 
regardless of whether the motion is; brought^mfaa y ^ OFS-Related Se,Frau^ 
subsequently, in response to an amende c defendant has e LRA tays 
Litig., 179 F. Supp. 2d at 1263 ( "934 Securities ̂ th 
dismiss claims arising under Chapter 2B . non-moving defenda 
all discovery,' even discovery against ans 
M15 U.S.C.A. §§ 77z-1(b)(1). 78u-4(b)(3)(B). of th Act the 
"Swartz, 2008 WL 534535. a'*1 any one of them moves, ^ ̂  
automatic stay is triggered as to al CFS Related Sec. Fraud. t0 disIJiiss, the 
the federal securities claims. ), In • has not filed a ,d pr0ceed as to 
at 1263 ("Plaintiffs suggest that e j d discovery wever supported 
PSLRA's discovery stay does not apply^o 08 . stay is not, howeve P?) („By 
CSI. Such an interpretation of-U>el>SLRA's^en, 961 F. SuP£ ^tion between 
by § 78u-4(b)(3)(B)'s language ), .all discovery with no ^ ^ Corp. 
fis language, the Reform Act DOsed to parties. ), se sed on the sufficiency 
that sought from ^ 609835 aat°*P2P("SThe court has not Y^f^anguage of the 
'Individual defendants ... 






PSLRA demonstrates that th „• trUR'™S 3scrrk-"-
sets in once determine- fputes Iater but would he <n!L- ? T s Would likelv HP 
their mput. *5™have heen made in the initia\7oZ &*» ̂  
Washington Mutual and Mn^™^ discovery to proceed ^ 
against whom the pliSl^0rgan Stanley would prSfri Z fch™spect *>"UBS, 
Xltc ~ ve raised Exchange 
A^ioai3f&°p/in'1 ™hs'* s« 
dismiss were deS"™* disc°™ry to proceed as tnTfT ?' 201091 
Pending); ln re t pr ln part> even though anothpr def a endants whose motions to 
briefing and a I ^Ut ^auspie Sec Litie 9IA T? ?endants motion to dismiss was 
by f°urTemoreoShy hef^. ̂  Court fecentt He UPJ' ^ 102 P***— 
defendants' officer defendants in thi denied motions to dismiss brought 
discoverthT !°nS t0 d'Smiss remain np^H°P°Sen daSS action' Se^al other 
this Court npxnri m°tions to dismiss arp ndlng- Defendants now seek to stay 
may proceed a^ defendants' motions tn^i a: After reviewing the submissions, 
67^ ^ gainst the senior officers ") ^ discovery and orders that discovery 
This^oSt0^8' and the stay aPPlies dunTha movin& defendants argue the statute is 
319- 352 (S nT?68'"* See ^oln re Glo^ r" P6ndency °f ™y motion to dismiss' 
remain in nta 2°°4) ^his coZd ^ C"»ai»8> Ltd. Sec. Litg., 322 F. Supp. 2d 
brought by ot? ?ndlnS resolution of the h" 1 the Stay would either automatically 
tions above wriadefendants, or, at the nthe °f the multiple motions to dismiss 
altogether. The Co ?f°0t plaintiffs' motion hv ?eme' that the resolution ofthemo-
ee Court need not resolve th • eliminating the necessity for the stay 
In re Lernout & Hr, • hlS ambiguity."). 
OfellW0f Juu^ 8 201^" 214 F' Supp- 2d at 105-
Pro^eed^ga^jb^'^^tlm P^|{^edr^^t get^his discove^ 
it from y0u ")• Tnfh Pendant until that cnm I y°U a^alnst- It says discovery may not 
f the sltutiyZri: 2T WL vetted and they didn>t get 
defendants ShLmfe x been served in thil ? (DSC- AuS• 20, 2010) ("[T]he purpose 
complaint was filed n' f'' Harmison MatthCaSG' o"d discovery should proceed as to 
r Plaintiffs' comnFr)y tw° ̂ ars ago The S,cherne, Pickard, and Bunes. The 
LERNOUT & HCLUSDFP % \8 legally sufficient C0Urts September 4, 2009, order found 
hmited discover? L UtM" 214 p£ aat° ̂ esej defendants . . In * 
mtent of ^ tc'Proceed against the W at 106 ri conclude that allowing 
Sent m this situation?" either of the percJ-6?? officers is consistent with the 
T • transcript T X Perceived abuses addressed by Congres: 
fig-. No. ll-cv-£?nuary 8, 2013 Ho -
bS£S£ thaftndaiit tha'SyouvJ„Mted Apa™e2013)2,(..jfO"?toP Fin'> Techs' Ltd' at Would ho r. . n°t Present If discoverv is nrnreedin£ 
V0L 42-3 2014) THE PSLRA DISCOVERY STAY MEETS COMPLEX LIT,CATION 
nyou put to any expense which is^what the PSLKA was g*)-
against - • wL Svery: 1) document requests and interrogatories 
may proceed with the Allowing disco^ ^ digmiss has been demed; and 2) 
upon any party with resp ties limited to issues relevant to the allegations in 
document subpoenas upon n p > officers. No depositions may be taken without 
the class complaint agams ^ Philip Murray> Lifting the PSLRA 
permission of the Cou :t. ), ^ ^ p ^ 4Q^ 419_420 (2004) ("The situation 
"Automatic Stay of Disc y, •• >• discovery inevitable, moots most of 
where one party answers the complaint makingr di^ery^ ^ ̂ ̂  pgLRA 
the concerns which motivated Congress to in to document 
In these circumstances, it is fappropriate to ft t;he staywit^ ^ 
discovery. This helps insure the spee y isp h discovery to documents, the 
the answering parties. ). T , gec 
"Transcript of January 8 2013 Hearing at 32™ut & Hauspie Sec. 
Litig., No. ll-CV-3658 (S.D.N.Y. filed Apr. 5, 2013), in re L,er 
Litig., 214 F. Supp. 2d at 109. . , gec 
"Transcript of January 8, 2013 Hearing at 27 Longtop -1 plaintiffs' counsel) 
Litig., No. ll-CV-3658 (S.D.N.Y. filed Apr. 5, 2013) discovery 
("1 canvassed my partners, in general, to say, Have you ev ^ r ad tbe time."), 
to revive claims that have been dismissed, and they sai , > matter of 
"Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(1) ("A party may amend its ^21 days after ser-
course within ... 21 days after service of a responsive p 
vice of a motion under Rule 12(b), (e), or (f), whichever is earl . 
"Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(2). 
m. 
'6Foman v. Davis, 371 U.S. 178, 182 (1962) important 
"See 6 Fed. Prac. & Proc. Civ. § 1487 (3d ed. 2014)I ("Per aps ; party will 
„• 1— ... J l^ve to amend is that tne FF rt lg 
ejuuicea 11 tne movant is peiimtw=u ^ ohould be aiiowcu. 
Jaded that no prejudice will accrue, the amend tbreat of prejudice is suf-
of each case must be examined to determm Ajlgfate Life Ins. Co. Litig- o. 
it to justify denying leave to amend. ); e.g., ' 2012) ("In this case, h°^ev ' 
>9-8162, 2012 WL 176497, at *6 (D. ^ Jam 23,^ > d 5 gan 
itiffs filed their proposed amendment shor y pieadings of June 1 , • 
before the court-imposed deadline for a^ndmg^ ̂  securities law an 
iover, Stern is already defending similar claim plaintiffs> depositions. Stem 
non law, and has already been participa revision of Plaintiffs sci 
therefore, unduly prejudiced by the Pr°P „ l0(b) ciaims.")- . . 
•ions and the resulting revival of Plaintiffs § ^ limit the time to join 
reFed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(3)(A) ("The and file motions."). 
r parties, amend the pleadings, comp e 
'9Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(4). 
!°6A Fed. Prac. & Proc. Civ. § 1522.2 (3d ed. 201 ^ ^ f 
"Fed. R. Civ. P. 54(b) ("When party claim^ when mutaple 
-her as a claim, counterclaim, entry of a final jodgmen there 
ies are involved, the court may direct enny t expressly determines 
fewer than all, claims or parties only if the ^ 
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iS n°8J'ust reason for delay."). ^ R E G U U T I 0 N  JourNai 
adjudicates fe^than'all th °^F °r °ther decision h 
85g 
790 (N.UCaT2005U^ZStOrie ProPan* Partners LP 9 
fraud or scienter cU °re' the court finds that thf™ l 4}6 F<SuPP-2d W, 
against W n n d  ?mPonents of the PSTRa • complaint does not satisfy the 
lein of£°s that t*"%»* W°°ds' Th^ 
requirements for fraTd Support claims against WoodsYffi discovery, plaintiffs 
£l p'; ^ 87wS'D'.Cal" Sept 13> 20l3)nC' ^ LUlg" No- 3:12-CV-1737, 2013 WL 5206216, 
1 > 2013) Clntlre v- China MediaExpress HnlrP 
*3 seE Holdings, 927 F. Supp. 2d 105, 129 (S.D.N.Y. 
2 ] 'p' that Lgitimat° l1V;36583('s.D^y ̂ a *?earin£ at 19, Longtop Fin'l Techs. Ltd. 
'? > : that you're mfii? °btained discovery as to a Pr" 201^ ("What use can be made of 
of it is not t n  f to tie their hands a n d  completely different entity? And to think 
Purpose of pe°ple to expense of ause the PSLRA exists but the policy 
discovery Wa/mg a discovery stav huf6^^1?8^ 3 frlv°l°us lawsuit, that would be the 
In re ConsteUati^1^ 3S to Palaschuk the purpose here because the 
106765l, at *4 B^erSy Group lnc o theres no policy reason not to use it. ; 
Plaintiffs from o Ch 28' 2012)(hoLT Sec'LltlS•, No. CCB-08-2854, 2012 WL 
dismissed wiS^!TnCling the complaint T the PSLRA did not prevent ^ 
Plaintiff has ad preJudice based on a re"assert claims that were previously 
Produced durinp-^c3*^ exPlained thpV 6 obtained during discovery) ("Lead 
not prohibit an ° °rmal discovery and P/ocess by which the new evidence was 
Produced."); In 3 a^ended complaint hfl ^ is satisfied that the PSLRA does 
Plaintiffs to amendHif^ Life Ins. Co LifT on* the Information defendant has 
assert a claim ag^f comPlaint based ? WL 176497' at *6 (permitting the 
smissed without nr • 3P existing defends ldence obtained during discovery to re-
n?ri}Lharred by the ?U e) ("Amendment^ re the claim had previously been 
~ 09> 2007 WL i4Qc^lmencement of disr ° C0,mPlaints are not, therefore, neces-
not prev pJaintiff ft.' 3t *3 (D- Minn JaT^o? /n « ***** Inc. Sec. Litig, No. 
dition Uf i dismissed with°m*aine.nding their nn ' , ^ (holding that the PSLRA does 
Corn % legations on thP prejudice) ("[Tlhe pP aint to re-assert claims that were 
defendant >g-> 83 F Sunr?e|?tive trend alle Sees no reason to ignore the ad-
evidence I ̂ ^ment that Ji, l172. H74-7?m °nS'"); In re S- PaciNc PundinJ 
the PSLRA) during discoT^ the plaintiffs^n °r' Dec" 7' 1999) (rejecting the , 
89 ' ery would interfp amend the complaint based on 
WPP luxemboure r ^ the underlying purposes of 
'& ^arrtrria Tfir q 
©2014 Thom ARL V ^ Runner> Inc., 655 F.3d 1039, 
4 'homson Reuters . ̂  i 
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1059 (9th Cir. 2011) 
district court, in its dl^Jetl ' j Although not common, this procedure would be 
SfSTw»" »*•»' "'l """fJZZFZZSSKm533 isssss-1-*-
*WPP Luxembourg, 655 F.3d at 1059. 
•iGreelel , FTP Software Inc., 182 F.R.D. 370, 376 (D. Mas, 1998L 
«h re AOL Time Warner, Inc. Sec. & ERISA Litig., No. UDL 1500, 2004 WL 
,810661, at '2 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 12, 2004). ^ ̂  
«hreBisysSec. Litig., 4f6/-,Sy^3fi4ceWa?erhouSeCoopers LLP, 305 
Public Employees Retirement Ass n of N.M- . oonO) 
Fed. Appx. 742, 745 n.3, 2009 WL 27704 (2d Or. Jan. , 20091 ^ ^ WL 
^Public Employees Retirement Ass'n, 305 Fed. Appx. 
27704. 9nnqi carwie 
95E.g., Miller v. Champion Enters., Inc., 346 F 3d 666, 691 &b plaintiffs to 
think it is correct to interpret the PSLRA as res ric ing i5(a) of the Federal 
amend their complaint, and thus as limiting the scope t^e purpose of the 
Rules of Civil Procedure. . . . We agree with the dis nc allow repeated amend-
PSLRA would be frustrated if district courts^ were re9^" gec jjtig., 306 F.3d 
ments to complaints filed under the PSLRA. ); In re ' ,-j not abuse its discre-
1314,1332-33 (3d Cir. 2002) (holding that the distinct co complaint because the 
tion when refusing to grant the plaintiffs leave o am , cases). 
PSLRA limits the application of Rule 15(a) in securi i p gd 46 56-57 (1st Cir. 
%E.g., ACA Fin'l Guaranty Corp. disturb the legislative bal-
2008) ("To read the PSLRA to constrict Rule 15(a) wo ndments to a complaint 
ance struck by the Act. The number and nature ot pr ^ mUer may embody 
is relevant as to any motion for leave to amend. 0 , , however, we disagree. , 
a rule that the PSLRA modifies the operation of Kui - Qther hand, had the 
Mizan v. Hershon, 434 F.3d 579, 584 (D.C. Ca-^)^0rm, and to that extent 
Congress wished to make dismissal with P^J wg wouid expect the text 0 
supercede the ordinary application of Rule ' ^.om the PSLRA itsel, 
PSLRA so to provide. Unable to derive any ^lda observed, allows 'maximT 
governed simply by Rule 15(a), which, as we ha 1 rather than on Pr°®®d, 
Portunity for each claim to be decided on „  . n c e  C a p i t a l ,  L L C  v .  s p e  .  ^  
technicalities.'") (internal citations omitted), ,. or a strong sho^f f of 
316 F.3d 1048, 1052 (9th Cir. 2003) ("Absent prejudi: , Rule l5(a) infevor 
the remaining Foman factors, there exl,st®^prejudice and without teave 0 be 
granting leave to amend. . . . Dismissal ^hprej^ ^ ̂  complaint couid^n^ ^ 
n°t appropriate unless it is clear on de principles is especial y 
jved by amendment. . . . Adherence to these p 
the context of the PSLRA."). Q1) rAlthough we are reluctant 
97Werner v. Werner, 267 F,3d ^j^stage of the proceeding^® P^^gcovery, 
to allow amendment of a pleading District Court. DDenstance. We 
Precluded from engaging in othortharrbgVfc 
in the Pn 
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make dismissal with ? 584 ("0n the other hani t ,?i !fls be with preju-
application of R„ip i JfT e the norm and to thnf' * Congress wished to 
(internal citations ' We w°uld expect thp f f ?Lent suPercede the ordinaiy dtatmns omitted). ° GXpect the text of the PSLRA so to provide'" 
Fed. R. Civ. P o«rw,* jF p. 26(b)(1)
1°1Fed. R. Civ p OfiChviv 
'Accord rn 9^ >C0mm- (200°)-
102Accor^ 7 ' ' C°mm" ° 0). 
[discovery stavl n ^ Allstate Life Ins Cn T v oa 
^editions R ^r°VlS10n imPJies that sen?ri> ' 2012 WL 176497' at *6 ("7 
subsequent eon* T- ?0t sPeak, however to l16S, a~ !°ns are not to be used as fish 
i03. "faith discovery on othp' l p. use of evidence obtained dur 
'In re Retek /nc ^ . ther maims."). 
complaint does^\ alIowing Plafntiff^to ̂  J^352' at *3 ("After the cost of discov. 
Funding Corp q frustrate the policy unH lnformation produced to amend th 
underling rnfrr. 33 F. Sunn 1??eiW the Reform Act."); /i» re 5. ftci 
already taken nl°SeS the PsLRA would k at 1175 ("Further, I fail to see how t 
t0 supplement that^^' plaintiffs' motioVtTfif "T*th® expense of discovei7h 
f 11°4Gree6eZ, i82 FRd ^ GRANTE ** ") 3 amended complaint a 
pefendants'fi]eSt»vS!low their^al ^ la^ requires Plaintiffs to plead particul 
fectwely shifted' Sec- Litis da J»e£ore Seining unfettered access 
Party's scienter prior fLn to Plaintiffs' t Upp' 2d at 387 ("[T]he PSLRAe 
Inr^G n oLobtaining discover J»\ ac^,Ulre particularized knowledge of 
MBST? ? ERlSA Litif Md' APPX- 742^'ooq?£? nom Employees Retio 
wouM k° Scover its 1^' No" 2004 WL 27704; In re A0L Time WaI^ 
ecome meaninelpf lnto a viable sen f' at *2 ("If the Court were to perm' 
105H.R. Conf p x and the CongresSn ?-claim' the pSLRA stay provisio; 
106See M P *04-369 at *3 intent of the statute vitiated.")-n> at " n na lnt * s^S: zstcs- n 
discovery Vah^ !-V0l0us sacuritfe T ether the Pqt'pa 43' 153 (2007) (<<Clear 
-> •»> ssas*** 
270 _ moti°n to refnn % CaL *997) (apply" 
© 2014 Thomson Re> F the court's Partial' @ 201< euters _ ps 
lt,es Regulation Law Journal Fa 
tM21,4]TO[PSLBM.»»™ S„v 
lVoL- , nrp narrowly defendants would 
intended in passin, the Kefotm 
f^^SLaease-hy-casehasia.-,. 
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